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VST3 plugin with 2 graphic representations for the U-noise. Lyrics may be optionally displayed on the left. One noise generator
can be connected to 3 input channels and the 2 outputs connected to one or more processors. Features: ● 2 graphis

representations of the U-noise ● One can be connected to 3 input channels ● Up to 2 outputs can be connected to one or more
processors. ● 7 configurations of the U-noise ● Optional lyrics (left) on the graphis ● Adjustable noise frequencies ●
Adjustable n octaves of the U-noise ● Adjustable cutoff frequency ● Adjustable number of noise points ● Adjustable

amplitude and contour of the U-noise ● Configurable oscillators and filters for a variety of sounds ● New U-noise with 3 new
parameters: ● New noise frequencies: +0 Frequency: any value between 0 and the maximal frequency of the DSP range +1

Frequency: any value between the maximal frequency of the DSP range and the maximal frequency of the current track ● New
noise points: +1 Noise points: any value between the maximal frequency of the current track and the maximal frequency of the

DSP range. It represents the lower bound for the noise. +2 Noise points: any value between the maximal frequency of the
current track and the maximal frequency of the DSP range. It represents the upper bound for the noise. ● New Cutoff

Frequency: The cutoff frequency is useful to control the highest frequency of the noise without generating sounds in the current
track. It does not affect the noise frequencies. ● New Amplitude: The new amplitude is useful to change the intensity of the

noise without affecting the noise frequencies. U-noise Interface: ● Graphis: The graphis shows the U-noise in function of time
and frequency. ● When a channel is connected to the U-noise, the channel sends the noise frequency directly to the DSP. ●
When the U-noise is connected to a channel, the channel sends the noise amplitude directly to the DSP. ● A preview of the

graphis on the left of the DAW window shows the noise amplitude versus time and frequency. ● With the max gain button, it is
possible to go to the maximum noise amplitude. ● With the gain value on the right, it is possible to go to a value of the noise

amplitude.
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What's New in the TAL-U-No-62?

TAL-U-No-62 is an improved and completely refactored version of U-No-60. This VST plugin will give a new dimension to the
sound of your audio tracks so you can give it a try. Review: If you like U-No-60 and you like the sound it gives to your audio
tracks, and if you want something more powerful and more refined, here is a new version of this U-No plugin with a big new
improvement. TAL-U-No-62 is a VST plugin. Features: * A new improved and completely refactored architecture for the
plugin. * For the first time in the history of U-No (and I think of the plugin), the sound has been optimized for VST plugins. * It
works with 32 bits and 64 bits. * Separate parameter for each track, like when you start it, when you stop it, when you solo the
track, when you mute the track, when you solo the solo button, etc. * Playback (tempo & loop). * Main controls. * Modulation
parameters. * Master volume controls. * All kind of tracks: single channel tracks, midi tracks, etc. * All kind of file formats:
WAV, AIFF, AU, CAF, FLAC, MP3, OGG, etc. * Compatible with all VST plugins. Important: * TAL-U-No-62 works only
with Creative Audio Suite 2007 and higher. * All VST plugins that support Wavetable Synthesis must support 32 bits or 64 bits,
and need to be installed from "Creative Audio Suite Main menu > Create > Plugins > TAL-U-No-62" or from "Creative Audio
Suite main menu" > "Plugins" > "Browse" > "Browse Downloads > TAL-U-No-62" * TAL-U-No-62 needs: - Software
MultiMixer Pro 10 or above. - If you use a Windows version of Creative Audio Suite 2009, you need: - Software MultiMixer
Pro 10 or above. - A Virtual Audio Mixer plug-in (it can be installed from "Create" > "Plugins" > "Browse" > "Browse
Downloads" and registered from "Tools" > "Creative Audio Suite Register Plugin". * TAL-U-No-62 does not need to be
registered as a Smart Plug-in because it supports 32 bits and 64 bits. * VST Plug-ins that have "32 bits" and "64 bits" choices
need to be installed from "Creative Audio Suite Main menu > Create > Plugins > TAL-U-No-62". * If you have any doubt,
please, check the help files for the
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System Requirements:

・Windows 10 x64 ・1.6 GHz or higher CPU ・8 GB RAM ・1024×768 resolution display ・DirectX 10 ・DirectX 11 ・1.5 GHz
or higher CPU ・DirectX 11・USB 2.0 compatible sound card・2 GB or higher of available space on the hard
drive・SDXC/SDHC compatible memory card ・DL DVD compatible drive・720p
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